
1. Do not apply below 320°F 2. For new concrete, wait 28 days to apply Weather Seal UNLESS the concrete has been treated with 
Moisture Blocker. 3. Apply as supplied, do not thin. 4. Shake well before using. 5. Apply with a low pressure sprayer or pour from bottle 
and evenly distribute with a push broom. 6. Apply liberally being sure to saturate all areas completely. On vertical walls, apply from 
the bottom up. On slabs, work material in with a soft mop for maximum penetration 7. Apply only one coat! Do not attempt to apply 
a second coat. 8. Do not allow to dry in "puddles" - spread puddles out with mop or broom before they dry. 9. Weather Seal sets in 2-4 
houhours. Limited foot traffic is permissible after 30 minutes. 10. Clean tools with water. DO NOT ATTEMPT A SECOND COATING. DO NOT 
apply to uncured concrete or asphalt. Do Not Apply to hot concrete in direct sun. Paints, coatings, epoxy, caulking, overlayments etc. 
will not bond well to Weather Seal. If the sealer is frozen, allow to thaw before using and shake to mix well. Freezing will not harm the 
product.

HMI Weather Seal is a nontoxic, non-flammable, 
penetrating surface sealer that completely seals 
and waterproofs most concrete, stamped 
concrete, brick cured asphalt, stucco and 

sandstone surfaces. It is effective on both above 
and below grade surfaces. Weather Seal can be 
used alone, as a single product or it can be used 
in in conjunction with HMI Moisture Blocker - an 
internal densifier and hardener that also 

waterproofs and reduces vapor transmission.
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Do not apply to uncured concrete or asphalt. Normal surfaces require no special preparation, but the surface 
must be dry and free of dust, grease, oil and other foreign matter, such as previous coatings of paint. For 
best results, apply Weather Seal over Moisture Blocker. On new concrete, flush efflorescence and laitance 
should be removed. Where oil or grease has penetrated below the surface use a suitable cleaner and flush. 
Technical assistance is available for proper preparation. Weather Seal will seal small cracks that do not 
penetrate through the entire depth of the concrete. Large cracks should be filled with a suitable permanent 
coconcrete filler according to the manufacturer's instructions. Ensure all surfaces are perfectly dry. 

SURFACE PREPARATION: 

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS:

SHAKE WELL BEFORE USING

COVERAGE: (Actual coverage will depend upon porosity of surface.) 1 Gallon treats 150-200 sq. ft.

WARNING May be harmful if swallowed.  May be harmful in contact with 
skin. Causes eye irritation.  May cause respiratory irritation.

Wash hands, face and exposed skin thoroughly after handling.  Avoid breathing mist, or spray. Use only outdoors or in a 
well-ventilated area.
IF ON SKIN: wash with plenty of water.  IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses if present 
and easy to do - continue rinsing.  IF eye irritation persists: Get medical attention.  IF INHALED: Remove person to fresh air and keep 
comfortable for breathing.  Call a POISON CENTER or doctor if you feel unwell.


